Introduction
The hadron calorimeter presently under construction at CERN will be part of the Axial Field Spectrometer (AFS) at the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings. The detector system ( fig. 1 ) consists of a barrel shaped hodoscope, a cylindrical drift chamber immersed in a 0.5 T magnetic field coaxial with the ISR beams, a three layer Cerenkov arm and the hadron calorimeter to be described here covering 2ir in azimuth in its final configuration. The experimental program aims at a general study of events characterized by a high transverse momentum flow (single particles, jets, multi-jets, etc.).
Design
The configuration of the complete calorimeter can be seen in fig. 1 . It consists of many identical units using more than 200 tons of metal -depleted uranium and copper -as absorber material. This paper will concentrate on the large "uranium units"
(128 in total) containing a mixture of copper and uranium plates, whereas the so-called "copper catchers" (64 units placed in the corners) are smaller and made of copper plates only.
Uranium is used as passive absorber material to achieve optimum resolution and unbiased triggering [1] . In [1] , where the tests were made downstream of a large amount of material have been tested in comparison to a unit made entirely of 2 mm uranium plates and a "copper catcher" unit. In table 2 the composition of the various test stacks is listed. Data were taken with a negative beam at incident momenta of 2, 5, 7 and 10 GeV/c with particle rates of typically 10 particles per burst (300 ms spill).
Calibration -The relative calibration of the PM tubes was performed using the signal created by the uranium radioactivity measured with a 10 ,us ADC gate. The balancing between the "electromagnetic" and the "hadronic" section of the calorimeter and the absolute calibration were achieved by comparing the muon signal with the calculated value of the most probable energy loss using ref. [3] . The ratio of the muon signal and the uranium radioactivity signal will be used later on to calibrate each channel.
for electromagnetic showers. For the hybrid stacks electron resolution improves with increasing admixture of copper. The two stacks of pure uranium (conf. 1 and 5) do not show a significant difference in hadron resolution, but resolution is slowly degraded by increasing the copper fraction. Fig. 5 shows the resolution plotted against the copper fraction in terms of absorption lengths. It indicates a linear behaviour with perhaps a deviation in the case of pure copper, which might be associated with it being a shorter stack (in terms of absorption lengths).
Electron/pion ratio -The e/Tr ratio is practically the same for the 2 and 3 mm pure uranium stack and does not change significantly with the adition of copper until the mixture 1:1 is reached where this ratio increases by % 10%.
Energy resolution - Table 2 fig. 6 for configuration 1. The non-linearity for electrons below 2 GeV/c is attributed to systematic uncertainties which increase with low momentum (beam settings, energy loss in the beam transport etc.). The calorimeter in the trigger Because of the electron hadron ratio being close to 1, the calorimeter will provide a means of unbiased triggering. Both for the electromagnetic and hadronic segments, the output of the last dynodes at constant azimuth, are summed up locally and brought to the counting room via aircore cables (v/c = 0.95) for further processing. There various sums are generated (electromagnetic single particle, hadronic single particle, jets and others) and encoded by multi-level discriminators. This information is then transmitted together with information from other detectors to the so-called "very fast bus" which is able to make decisions according to 50 different types of triggers and initiates the corresponding processing [4].
Conclusions
We are constructing a hadron calorimeter using depleted uraniumr-233 as absorber material. it will provide full azimuthal coverage over 8 sr with a cell size matched to the measurement of individual particles inside a jet of high transverse momentum. The energy resolution for electrons is 16%/VE and the hadronic resolution is 36%//i where the contribution of sampling fluctuations is estimated to be 25%//i. In this fission compensated calorimeter the ratio of signals from electromagnetic and hadronic cascades is close to 1, therefore providing a means of unbiased triggering on charged and neutral hadrons on a steeply falling high pt spectrum.
